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Abstract
We present a formalism for representing the formation of intentions by agents engaged in cooper-
ative activity. We use a syntactic approach presenting a formal logical calculus that can be regarded
as a meta-logic that describes the reasoning and activities of the agents. Our central focus is on the
evolving intentions of agents over time, and the conditions under which an agent can adopt and
maintain an intention. In particular, the reasoning time and the time taken to subcontract are modeled
explicitly in the logic. We axiomatize the concept of agent interactions in the meta-language, show
that the meta-theory is consistent and describe the unique intended model of the meta-theory. In this
context we deal both with subcontracting between agents and the presence of multiple recipes, that
is, multiple ways of accomplishing tasks. We show that under various initial conditions and known
facts about agent beliefs and abilities, the meta-theory representation yields good results.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we provide a formal meta-theory of the formation of intentions among
multiple cooperating agents.1 Such a formal theory is very useful to properly understand
computational models of such cooperative behavior, particularly as a specification lan-
guage. The meta-logic can be used to analyze the behavior of a team of agents and prove
various theorems about their activities. We provide a single unified framework that cap-
tures with a relatively small number of predicates and axioms an evolving notion of time,
the formation of potential and actual intention of agents, subcontracting between agents,
actions involving a recipe tree of subactions, parallel actions, multiple recipes for actions,
and the performance or failure of agents doing these actions.
For instance, agent 5 may know that in order to perform a complex action a it is suffi-
cient to perform subaction b and subaction c. However, agent 5 cannot do c but agent 3 can
do c. If agent 5 is asked to perform action a it can subcontract to agent 3 the performance
of action c. There is a rule here that the agent follows: when it cannot perform an action
(or subaction), it finds an agent that can do the action and subcontracts the action to it. In
this paper we specify such rules as meta-axioms relating to the mental states of agents in
the sense of the intentions that the agents adopt to perform certain actions and how these
lead to the actual performance of the actions. If the agents have been designed to always
apply these rules in a cooperative manner, then we can prove what actions will actually be
performed.
We use the approach of the mental state model of plans [42]. Pollack’s definition of the
individual plan of an individual agent to do an action α includes four constituent mental
attitudes: (1) belief that performance of certain actions βi would entail performance of α;
the βi constitute “a recipe for α”; (2) belief that the agent could perform each of the βi ;
(3) intentions to do each of the βi ; (4) an intention to do α by doing the βi . This definition
has been extended to handle multi-agent systems in various ways (e.g., [19–21]). Thus, in
this approach, agents do not model explicitly the state of the world. In contrast to classical
planning there is no attempt to search for a sequence of actions that change the world state
from its initial state to the goal state and thus the focus is not on the problems associated
with modeling how the state of the world is changing over time [47]. Instead, an agent
attempts to perform actions and in its planning it decomposes complex actions to simpler
actions using a library of recipes. The agent maintains a belief set that includes beliefs of
what it can and cannot do at various times which are used to decide on whether to adopt
intentions. These beliefs may change over time based on observations and reasoning which
may lead to dropping intentions and adopting new ones.
Most of the previous work on the mental state model for planning lack a well established
semantics, and especially lack a formal treatment of time. In a previous work [18] we made
1 Our focus is on how intentions are formed and action gets done in this setting. For detailed discussions of
intentions and actions see [11,35,41].
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way the beliefs of bounded rational agents change over time. In this paper we consider
intention formation when agents can subcontract actions to one another. We focus on how
the intentions of the agents change over time.
We assume all agents to be cooperative; but giving this requirement a formal character-
ization involves the notion of intention. We require an agent to adopt a potential intention
to perform an action if it is asked to do so. We provide a specification for the beliefs and
intentions that an agent should have in order to turn a potential intention to an intention. We
also specify the communication needed and the change in the agents’ beliefs and intentions
when something goes wrong.
Our work differs from others in its use of a meta-theory of intentions; of an evolving
notion of time that allows agents to reason about genuinely-approaching deadlines; and of
a reified notion of (explicit) agent beliefs so that they can be tracked over time. Thus we
view the reasoning of agents as ongoing processes rather than as fixed sets of conclusions.
This reasoning involves rapidly evolving sets of beliefs and intentions, and is governed in
part by formal rules of inference. We model beliefs and intentions in a formal logical agent
calculus that can be regarded as a meta-logic describing an actual on-board agent logic
that evolves in (and takes account of) that same passage of time. This is a style of formal
representation that departs from traditional temporal logics in that there is an internally
evolving notion of time that the logic must keep track of.
For allowing this kind of reasoning, our approach utilizes a strongly sorted calculus,
distinguishing the application language, time, and various syntactic sorts. We provide for-
mal tools for representing agent intentions and methods for reasoning with and about such
intentions, especially in the context of cooperative actions. We focus on cases where one
agent alone cannot accomplish a complex task and must subcontract with other agents.
The format of this paper is as follows. In the rest of Section 1 we describe the basic
syntactic formalism for intentions and give an example that is used throughout the paper
for illustration. Section 2 deals in more detail with the syntax and semantics of the meta-
language. In Section 3 we show how our framework can be used to model the case of
cooperative multiple agents where each action has a single recipe. Multiple recipes for ac-
tions are considered in Section 4. Some work related to this paper is described in Section 5.
Section 6 summarizes the paper and indicates topics for future research. We also provide
four tables: the first one summarizes the convention used for variables in Section 2.1; the
others at the end of the paper give the meanings of the predicates for two different sections
and specify the locations of the axioms.
1.1. Languages for reasoning about agents
In our framework we find it useful to introduce three related languages. The first lan-
guage, LS , is the language of the subject matter, that is, the subject that the agents reason
about: e.g., web searches. The second language, LA, is the “agent” language. This in-
cludes the subject matter language, but also has additional symbols allowing assertions
about what some particular agent may believe at a given moment; this allows an agent to
reason about another agent, for instance in deciding whether to ask another agent to per-
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the meta-language used to reason about the agents.
The meta-language, LM , must be powerful enough to characterize agent behavior quite
generally. For instance, in our meta-language we can write the statement that an agent
always applies Modus Ponens, when that is possible. This, taken as an axiom, would assert
that the agents are programmed to apply Modus Ponens; that is an aspect of their behavior.
Thus, while the agent language, LA, must allow for the expression of the formulas A,
A implies B , and B , still an agent does not in general have the meta-rule such as “I apply
Modus Ponens whenever I can”, even if that happens to be true (and expressed in the meta-
language). The three languages are sorted first-order logics.
In much of the existing formal work on modeling agent behavior, it is not specified pre-
cisely who is doing the reasoning; it appears implicit that the reasoning is meta-reasoning
by external observers about agent behavior. In particular, we use our meta-language to
track the evolving behavior (including the evolving beliefs and intentions) of the agents
over time. Hence the meta-language (as well as the agent language) must have a robust
notion of time. It is an important aspect of this approach that we explicitly represent in-
dividual beliefs of an agent, i.e., we apply a syntactic approach where beliefs are objects
(such as sentences) rather than a modal approach with abstract (modal) propositions. For
instance, an agent at time t may believe A, A → B , and B → C, and yet not believe C,
simply because it did not yet (have time to) apply Modus Ponens (twice); and yet it may
at a later time believe C (e.g., at time t + 2, if it applies MP once at each time step). In
order to represent this sort of behavior we need names for beliefs; we also need names
for other sentences, such as statements about agent intentions. For instance, agents invoke
a Tell process in order to inform one another of a new intention, as part of a cooperative
venture to achieve some goal. We write roughly in the form Tell(“Int(. . .)”); so Tell takes
an argument that is the name of the sentence Int(. . .) that expresses an intention.
The syntactical approach that we follow seems attractive to researchers in artificial intel-
ligence (see Chapters 2 and 8 of [12]). For one thing, it is natural to represent the knowledge
and beliefs of a computer program by writing sentences representing facts that are known
or believed. For another, syntactical treatments can be formalized in the classical predicate
calculus, which is the lingua franca of knowledge representation [22,36,40]; since there
is good theorem-proving technology for this language (e.g., [3,4,6]), such treatments lend
themselves directly to implementations.
Furthermore, in other approaches to the issue of agent reasoning, often logical omni-
science is assumed. This means that the agent’s beliefs are closed under logical rules, such
as Modus Ponens, in every time period. That is, if the formulas A and A → B are believed
by the agent at time t , the agent is assumed to believe B at the same time. We think that
our approach, where rules are applied over time is a more realistic way to model agent be-
liefs and intentions. Some researchers avoided the use of the syntactic approach because,
in general, the syntactical treatments face a serious theoretical difficulty [13,38]. Richard
Montague [34] showed that under certain fairly intuitive conditions a syntactic formaliza-
2 We do not assume that the agent uses logic for its reasoning. LA is the language that is used to specify the
agent behavior. We do assume that each agent maintains a database with—possibly fallible—information about
agent abilities. However, we do not make any assumptions about the specification of the database.
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[53] that under even less restrictive conditions a syntactic formalization yields a contra-
dictory set of beliefs. However, we showed in [18] that when dealing with only beliefs our
meta-theory is always consistent. Moreover an agent theory need not be inconsistent either.
Nevertheless, it is an interesting property of our approach that agent theories may indeed be
(or become) inconsistent—e.g., through observations—and this is one of the advantages of
our treatment: commonsense reasoning can proceed in the presence of inconsistency. The
time-situated character of our logic offers “protection” from inconsistency in two ways:
it affords a consistent meta-theory, and it allows for an inconsistent but still useful agent
theory. We further extends these results for intentions as discussed in Section 2.2 below.
Finally, we note here that we regard actions as objects. Instead of “make (arrive-on-
time) true” our actions have the flavor “arrive on time”. This seeming mere terminologic
difference has the implication that actions can be treated on a par with names of beliefs,
making the formal treatment more uniform.
1.2. Agent beliefs and intentions
Beliefs and intentions are the two main predicates in our logic. In [18] we focus on
the way the beliefs of bounded rational agents change over time. In this paper we focus
on the intention formation of cooperative bounded agents and discuss the agents’ beliefs
only when they are necessary for understanding the agents’ intention formation process.
We first survey the way agents’ beliefs are changing over time. The specific axioms are
presented in [18]. In our context, these beliefs could be on the actions that an agent can do,
and the actions that other agents can perform. Changes in such beliefs will lead to changes
in intentions.
Because of our emphasis on changing beliefs and intentions over time, agents need to
know the present time and be able to reason about time. In addition, the meta-language
should be able to reason about time and about the change of the agents’ beliefs and inten-
tions over time. In both logics, we use a discrete model of time.
Also, in our framework agents have introspection capabilities [18]. By this we mean
that one of the agent’s beliefs may be that it believed or did not believe something at a
different time. There are two types of introspection: positive and negative. An example
of positive introspection is if an agent believed some fact (represented by a formula) at
time t , it will then believe at time t + 1 that it believed that fact at time t . This way an
agent can reason about its own or another agent’s beliefs over time. Suppose now that at
time t the agent is considering but does not believe a particular possible fact A (that is, A
is not in its database). Then at the next time value, t + 1, it will believe (know) by negative
introspection that it did not believe A at time t .
Another important capability of an agent is the inheritance of beliefs, or as it is some-
times called, persistence [37,49]. The idea is that if an agent believes some fact A and
does not believe something contradictory to it (that is, not A), it will continue to believe A.
There are exceptions to inheritance. Things that are changing, such as the location of a
moving object, or the present time value, should not be inherited.
We have found it useful also to add axioms concerning the cooperation of agents. So
for example if an agent “tells” another agent a fact, the second agent will treat it as a fact.
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This assumes that agents are trustworthy. Agents may also be helpful to other agents by
answering each other’s questions. Note that of course there can be nontrustworthy agents,
and that this is a major topic of research (see a survey in [27]). But here we focus on fully
cooperative (and nonforgetful) agents.
The exact definition of intentions may be necessary for cooperation. For example, an
agent needs to know how to interpret a belief that its partner has adopted an intention to
do the given action: does this mean the action will indeed be performed by that partner
if the partner is able? Thus, it is important to formally define (a) what are the minimal
requirements that are needed for an agent to adopt an intention; (b) how an agent’s inten-
tions change over time (and what are the occasions when an agent will drop an intention);
(c) what are the reasoning processes that the agent will perform when it adopts an intention;
and (d) what are the actions that an agent will perform when it adopts an intention.
We define a notion of “potential” intention that means roughly that the agent has been
given a task and is determining whether it can do it (perhaps with help). We reserve “in-
tention” for the situation in which the agent has determined that it can do the task (perhaps
with help) and in that case it will indeed attempt to carry out the task, unless in the mean-
time it has dropped that intention because (a) it is told to drop it; or (b) it is given another
task that conflicts with the first one and which is assigned higher preference; or (c) the
world changes and it finds that it can no longer do the task (perhaps because a subcontract-
ing agent cannot do its part). The main difference between intentions and desires [14,28]
is the strong commitment to perform the intended actions. While such a commitment is
not associated with a potential intention, the agent that has a potential intention to do an
action is committed to consider the subactions (if any) required for the action (in a recipe)
and possibly communicate with other agents to get their commitments for all the required
subactions.
In the context of collaboration, it is also important to decide whether an agent can have
intentions that another agent will perform an action. In our model, an agent cannot in-
tend directly that another agent will do an action;3 however, its plan for doing a, that is
motivated by the intention to do a, may include the intentions of other agents.
We divide actions into two types: basic level and complex. Basic level actions are done
by agents that can do them as primitive acts. A complex action requires a recipe [42], that
is, a specification of a list of actions, the doing of which constitutes performance of the
3 Technically, intending that another agent do an action is impossible in our logic since done and intentions are
sentences and the intentions are with respect to actions not sentences. Furthermore, since agents are autonomous,
it is not reasonable to assume that one agent intends that another agent will do an action [33].
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complex. The general situation is illustrated in the tree of Fig. 1 where we consider only
a single recipe for a complex action. Here an agent is given task a1, which has a recipe
shown in the tree, i.e., to do a1, it is sufficient to do b1, b2, b3 (in that order). Similarly, b1
and b2 themselves have recipes. The leaves are the basic level actions. If an agent cannot
do all the actions for a recipe, it then may subcontract some of them to other agents.
1.3. Example
We now illustrate many of our ideas with an example that will be used in the rest of the
paper. We have chosen this example to be relatively simple and yet to have a number of the
more interesting features that our work allows. We assume that there are two agents, one of
which has been given a request to perform an action starting at a particular time. We further
assume for now that for each action (and subaction) there is only one available recipe for
performing that action. We use the convention that an agent must always subcontract a
complex action if it cannot do the first subaction. We may imagine that the agents are part
of a network of helper agents that work in the service of a human.
Let the two agents be G and H . The request to act is given to G, and the request itself
is (for G) to arrange (for the human requester) to get to the airport on time. Let us name
the action “aaat” (arrange for arriving at airport on time).
There is a recipe for aaat, consisting of four subactions:
(i) find flight info (number, date, airport);
(ii) use this info to find time to arrive at airport;
(iii) estimate time to leave for airport;
(iv) arrange for a taxi.
Furthermore, the recipe for action (ii) consists of two subactions: (a) find the url for the
airline and (b) do a web search; while the recipe for action (iv) consists of the two subac-
tions: (c) find the phone number for the taxi and (d) call for the taxi. We suppose that G
can carry out by itself (i), (ii)(a), (iii), and (iv)(d), but it needs to subcontract (ii)(b) and
(iv) to H which, not being able to do (iv)(d) will subcontract this to G.
Of course, G and H have to be especially designed to be able to do (or not do) just the
right things for this example to work. In a more realistic (but far more complex) example,
there would be more agents, and subcontracting in general would involve an agent asking
one agent after another to help with a subaction until success occurred, and even then the
success might later be overturned due to some later failure. Some of these complexities are
taken up in a later section of the paper, including multiple recipes.
We assume that, as the various subactions in a recipe are performed, a vector of informa-
tion is maintained and kept available for use during subsequent subacts. This information
includes historical data on what has been done so far, as well as acquired information re-
sulting from an action. For instance, in this example, the subaction “estimate time to leave”
4 We assume that for each subaction, its relative start and maximal possible end time are specified in the recipe.
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results in a time value that is placed into the vector and then used later when the taxi call is
made. Since these details are at the agent level, they do not directly bear on the meta-theory.
The overall tree of subactions is presented in Fig. 2.
2. Syntax and semantics
This section describes the syntax and the semantics of LM , the meta-language. In the
first subsection we write the predicates of the meta-language and explain their use. The
second subsection deals with the minimal model semantics that allows us to obtain, once
the initial conditions and axioms are given, a unique minimal model of the theory showing
the mental processes and activities of the agents as they change over time.
2.1. Sorted language for agent intention
In this section we introduce the main predicates that we use in our work in the meta-
language to characterize agent intentions. These will be constrained by the axioms in
different ways. For each predicate we explain the use of the different attributes. We use a
sorted language for comprehensibility and convenience so that, for example, agent names
and times (for both of which we use positive integers) cannot be confused. Since the lan-
guage is sorted, we use a convention for variables of different sorts, namely t , i, j , k for
time; m, n for agent names, a, b, c for actions, and r for recipes. As needed, _ is used for
the null element.
We start with the two predicates for intention: PotInt and Int, as well as AskedToDo
(ATD) and Refrain (Ref ). Basically, PotInt represents a potential intention for an agent
asked to perform an action. Under certain conditions a PotInt will become an intention
(Int).
The context, that is an argument of several of the predicates, keeps track of the tree
structure of the recipes used. So, when an agent has a potential intention or an intention
for an action, the context of the action, if there is one, is the parent node in the tree. For
instance, in the example given in Fig. 1, the context for c2 would be b1. For the root node,
a1, the context is the null action _. So the context of a potential intention to do “find url”
of the example of Fig. 2 is “find when to arrive” and the context of a potential intention of
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The convention for variables of different sorts
Variables Sort
t , i, j , k time
m, n agent names
a, b, c actions
r recipes
“find when to arrive” is “aaat”. Several predicates involve two agents, such as one agent
assisting another agent; we allow these agents to be the same agent.
ATD(t, n,m,b, a, t ′): At time t agent n asks agent m to do action b in the context of action
a at time t ′. This predicate, which requires communication, is used both by the
agent’s owner who asks an agent initially to do a task, as well as by other agents
as they request one another to do various tasks for them: this is subcontracting.
There are two times involved, the time of the asking and the time that the action
needs to be done. This will also be the case for several other predicates. In the
example given above, writing aaat for “arrange for arriving at airport on time”,
we could write ATD(14:30:00,_,G,aaat,_,15:00:00) to indicate that the owner
(null agent) asked agent G (in the axioms we will assume for convenience that
each agent is referred to by a number) at 2:30PM to start at 3PM the (root) action
of arranging for arrival on time at the airport.
PotInt(t,m,n, b, a, t ′): At time t agent m directly assisting agent n (the null agent, in
case there is no agent n) has the potential intention to do action b in the context
of action a at time t ′.
When G is asked to arrange for arriving at the airport on time, it adopts a potential
intention to do this task at the next time period. Assuming that a time period is one
second, we will have PotInt(14:30:01,G,_,aaat,_,15:00:00) indicating that G
will have a potential intention to start doing aaat at 3PM. The task is done for the
owner (hence the first _) and the arrange action is not a subaction in the context
of another action (hence the second _).
Int(t,m,n, b, a, t ′): At time t agent m directly assisting agent n has the intention to do
action b in the context of action a at time t ′.
In our example, if G or its assistants will adopt all the needed intentions to arrange
for arriving at the airport on time in one minute, then the formula indicating this
will be Int(14:31:00,G,_,aat,_,15:00:00).
Ref (t,m,n, b, a, t ′): At time t agent m refrains agent n from intending to do action b in
the context of action a at time t ′. As we show later, the effect of this request is that
the agent in the next time period will no longer have the potential intention to do
the action, in effect cancelling the task for the agent. We assume that Ref includes
the communication involved in an agent refraining another agent, but also allow
for the case where m = n.
As noted in Section 1.2 we distinguish between basic level actions that are done by
agents that can do them as primitive acts and complex actions that consist of several subac-
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The following three predicates do not involve time in the sense of the previous predi-
cates, because they refer to facts that are considered true for every time period.
BL(a, d): a is basic level, takes d units of time to complete, and has no recipe. We will
use d = 1 in the examples, but that is not necessary. In the example, we have
BL(call,1).
Rec(a, r): For action a, r is the unique recipe (multiple recipes are discussed in Section 4).
Mem(r, b, i, j, k): In recipe r , b is the subaction which is the ith member of the recipe
starting at relative time j and ending at relative time k (i.e., relative, or as an
offset, to the time at the beginning of the action). For example, the formula
Mem(r1,get_flt_info,1,1,2) states that get_flt_info is the first action for recipe
r1 and that it starts at time 1 and ends at time 2, where these times are relative to
the initiation of the recipe.
In the next group we deal with other relevant concepts about agents: their beliefs, abili-
ties to do actions, and means of communication with other agents.
Bel(t, n, f ): At time t agent n believes the statement expressed by formula f (i.e., f is
the name of the statement).
CanDo(t, n, a): At time t agent n can do (or at least start) action a.
For example, if at 14:31, G believes that it can do at 15:00 the action aaat, then the
formula indicating this will be Bel(14:31:00,G, “CanDo(15:00:00,G,aaat)”).
Tell(t, n,m,f ): At time t agent n tells agent m the statement expressed by the formula f .
The formulas are the formulas of the agent language, LA. These are the formulas
that are meaningful to the agents. Each such formula has a name (its quoted ver-
sion) in the meta-language LM .
For example, Tell(14:35:00,H,G, “Int(14:35:00,H,G, search_web,_,15:06:
00)”) means that at 14:35, agent H tells agent G that it intends to search the
web at 15:06.
Two predicates deal with the agents actually doing the actions, both the initialization
and completion.
Ini(t,m,n, a): At time t agent m directly assisting agent n initiates action a.
For example, Ini(15:00:00,G,_,aaat) indicates that at time 15:00 agent G initi-
ates the action aaat.
Done(t, a): At time t action a has just been done successfully.
There is a predicate indicating that a subaction failed to be done stopping the perfor-
mance of the action.
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b in the context of action a. As with Ref , Stop includes the appropriate commu-
nication.
Both Stop and Ref are applied to terminate an action. However, Ref is applied to ter-
minate an action during the intention formation process, while Stop is applied during the
execution of the action.
Finally we include two predicates used in an integrity constraint.
Prefer(t, n, a, b): At time t agent n prefers to do action a over action b.
Conf (t, n, a, b): At time t for agent n action a conflicts with action b.
Communication is important in team activity in general, and in subcontracting in par-
ticular. We apply one explicit communication predicate—Tell. In addition, as discussed
above, several other predicates require communication: ATD, Ref and Stop. The axioms in
which these predicates appear could have been stated using the Tell predicate, but introduc-
ing special predicates to these communication related activities simplified our meta-logic.
Communication may also be necessary in the initialization process. We assume that an
agent can observe whether an action, possibly performed by another agent, preceding its
own action has been done, and comment on the need for further communication when such
observation is not possible.
2.2. Minimal model semantics
The axioms of the meta-theory will typically have the form ∀x(α1& · · ·&αn → β),
where x is the sequence of variables in the formula, each αi and β is an atom, and the
time of the relevant αis is t and the time of β is t + 1. The axioms of the meta-theory can
be shown to be consistent by constructing a model for them. In [18, p. 361] we prove that
the meta-theory given in that paper is consistent by showing how to construct a minimal
model for it. The proof does not depend on the specific axioms given there, only on the
form of the axioms. Hence the same process can be used to construct a model for the meta-
theory presented in this paper. In general, there will be many models for such a first-order
theory that have only a tenuous relationship to the application of our interest. We wish to
interpret the axioms in such a way that for any instantiation of the formula, where all the
αi are true in the model, β is derived. This way, we will be able to use the axioms to derive
in the meta-theory the beliefs, intentions, and actions of the agents at time t + 1, given
information about the situation at time t .
In addition to axioms, we allow integrity constraints in the meta-theory as well. Integrity
constraints have the form ∀x¬(α1& · · ·&αn). Integrity constraints are not used to derive
results about agent beliefs, intentions, or actions over time; their purpose is to eliminate
possible models that do not make sense. Typically, integrity constraints involve time only
in a general way. For example, one integrity constraint states that for every action the
ending time must come after the starting time.
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forms. For example, a formula of the form
∀x(α1& · · ·&αn → β)
can be written in a logically equivalent form as
∀x(α1& · · ·&αn−1&¬β → ¬αn).
For our purpose, however, it would not be useful to use this version of the axiom deriving
something about the agent at time t from something that did not happen at time t + 1.
However, these two formulas have the same models.
This analysis prompts us to restrict consideration to only some of the models of the
meta-theory. The first restriction is to consider only Herbrand models, i.e., models that
contain only elements that are ground terms of LM . The second restriction is to consider
only minimal models where we minimize each predicate for one time period at a time
starting with time 0 and then proceeding by induction on time. Because of the structure of
the axioms, there will be only one such model. We can construct this model by a process
that is similar to the construction of the unique perfect model of a locally stratified theory
in logic programming. See [18] for details. Such a theory is also called XY-stratified and
discussed on p. 247 of [58].
In order to have a sharp sense of how our agents behave, we simply define them to
be processes that behave as in this unique minimal model. This has the desired effect of
providing certain converses of the axioms as true statements in this model. In effect we
are making an assumption of complete information (akin to a closed-world assumption)
about agent behavior; for example an agent comes to have a particular potential inten-
tion at time t , if and only if our axioms require that agent to have that potential intention
at that time, and thus this potential intention will be true in the unique minimal model.
Similarly, for example, agent G will ask agent H at time 11 to get a taxi at time 58, iff
ATD(11,G,H,get_taxi,aaat,58) is true in the minimal model. This is a restriction of
sorts; after all, much of commonsense reasoning involves situations that are usually taken
to be too complex to fully axiomatize. But our view is to suppose that the complexities
primarily arise from the external world and that the agent behaviors are completely char-
acterized by the axioms, once the external inputs are given.
Later, by studying the minimal model under certain initial conditions, known facts about
agent beliefs and abilities and the structure of recipes, we will prove several meta-theorems.
These theorems typically state that given the beliefs and abilities of agents, and given
“enough” time as defined by a formula involving information about the recipes, the agent
or agents will be able to plan and execute the requested action.
3. Modeling multiple agents with single-recipe actions
In this section we model agents that have only one way, a single recipe, to perform
actions. We present a theory T over LM which consists of the axiom schemas that describe
the desired intentions and behavior of a team of cooperative agents and how their intentions
change over time. We do not present the basic axioms of belief, time, etc. that are given
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theorems show that, under the appropriate conditions, the meta-theory characterizes the
agent activities in a reasonable manner.
3.1. Axioms of the meta-theory
We divide the axioms into three groups: the intention formation axioms, the subcon-
tracting axioms, and the performing axioms. We also have integrity constraints. Before
specifying the axioms, we sketch the general scenario for the agent potential intentions,
intentions, subcontracting and doing actions. We note that in any application of the theory
there will be additional domain specific facts (axioms) that need to be invoked.
When an agent is asked to do an action a at a particular time, in the next time period it
adopts a potential-intention to do it. If the agent believes that it can do the action a, then in
the basic level case, in the next time period it will adopt an intention to do it. In the case of
a complex action, it will look for a recipe and in the next time period will adopt potential
intentions for all the immediate subactions, some of which may themselves be complex, of
the recipe.
If after adopting a potential intention the agent comes to believe that it cannot do the
action a, in the next time period it will ask another agent, that it believes can do a, to do
a. If at a particular time period an agent has a potential intention to do a complex action,
it will adopt in the next time period an intention to do the action if for each subaction
in the recipe it either adopted an intention to do it or it has found another agent with an
intention to do it. Even after the initial adoption of an intention, during the waiting phase,
the process of checking the needed associated intentions and beliefs and the adopting of an
intention will be repeated while the agent still has the potential intention and the time to do
the action has not passed.
Each request to perform an action has a time associated with it. If all the needed in-
tentions have been adopted for an action in time, then at the specified time the agent will
initiate the action. This will lead to the performance of all the basic actions in the recipe
tree at the appropriate times, assuming that the agents can actually do the actions. Failure
may occur either in the intention formation phase, the waiting phase or during the execu-
tion phase. Each such failure should be reported to the relevant agents, i.e., the assisting
agents and the asking agent.
In writing the axioms we use the convention that all free variables are assumed to be
universal quantified. The axioms typically have the form α → β where the time of α is t
and the time of β is t + 1. This is because the axioms characterize the way the mental state
of the agent and the state of the world change over time. This way we capture the property
that agent reasoning and actions take time.
Additional convention has been introduced to simplify the axioms. When a given propo-
sition is included in the databases of all the agents, the belief predicates will be omitted,
e.g., we write BL(a, d) instead of ∀m∀tBel(m, t, “BL(a, d)”). The belief predicate is ex-
plicitly specified only when the meta-theory refers to the belief of a specific agent, e.g.,
Bel(t,m, “CanDo(t ′,m,b)”).
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We list here the axioms involved in agent intention formation. Although the subcon-
tracting axioms are not included here, we write the axioms in a general way so that they
are applicable both to the case where a single agent does all the work and the case of mul-
tiple agents. We explain in English the use of each axiom before writing it in logic. At the
end of the subsection we write some applications of the axioms using our example.
A1. Asked to do becomes potential intention. If agent n asks agent m to do an action,
agent m adopts a potential intention for it. When the first agent is initially asked
to do the action, n = _ and m is the agent.
ATD(t, n,m,b, a, t ′) & t + 1 < t ′ → PotInt(t + 1,m,n, b, a, t ′)
A2. Inheritance of potential intention. We distinguish between the inheritance of the po-
tential intention to do an action b and the adoption (and later inheritance) of the
potential intentions of the subactions in the recipe for b.
A2.1: self. If an agent has a potential intention for b and is not refrained from
doing b, then it will inherit the potential intention.
PotInt(t,m,n, b, a, t ′) & ¬∃m′Ref (t,m′,m,b, a, t ′) & t + 1 < t ′
→ PotInt(t + 1,m,n, b, a, t ′)
A2.2: child. If an agent has a potential intention for b and believes that it can
do b, it will get a potential intention for every subaction of b for the
appropriate time (based on the times of the subactions in the recipe).
PotInt(t,m,n, b, a, t ′) & Bel(t,m, “CanDo(t ′,m,b)”)
Rec(b, r) & Mem(r, c, i, j, k) & t + 1 < t ′
→ PotInt(t + 1,m,m, c, b, t ′ + j)
A3. Potential intention becomes intention. If an agent has a potential intention for b (in
the context of a) and believes that it can do b and has the intention to do all the
subactions (if any) in the recipe for b, then it will get the intention to do b. In the
next subsection we will present a more general version of this axiom including
subcontracting as B3.
PotInt(t,m,n, b, a, t ′) & Bel(t,m, “CanDo(t ′,m,b)”) & t + 1 < t ′ &
∀r, c, i, j, k(Rec(b, r) & Mem(r, c, i, j, k) → Int(t,m,m, c, b, t ′ + j))
→ Int(t + 1,m,n, b, a, t ′)
A4. Inheritance of refrain. Refrains cancel potential intentions. Thus, as in the potential
intention case, the axiom associated with the inheritance of refrains of an action
b has two parts: one has to do with the refrain of b itself, and one with respect to
the subactions in the recipe for b.
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Ref (t,m,n, b, a, t ′) & t + 1 < t ′ → Ref (t + 1,m,n, b, a, t ′)
A4.2: child. Refrain of an action is inherited by all the subactions in the recipe.
Ref (t,m,n, b, a, t ′) & Rec(b, r) & Mem(r, c, i, j, k) & t + 1 < t ′
→ Ref (t + 1, n,n, c, b, t ′ + j)
In the examples, for convenience, we write the time values as integers instead of as clock
times but leave the agent names as G and H . Returning to the main example, suppose that
at time 10 agent G is asked to do aaat at time 50. In the meta-language this is represented
as the statement ATD(10,_,G,aaat,50).
• Axiom A1 entails PotInt(11,G,_,aaat,_,50).




Rec(aaat, r0) and Mem(r0, estimate_time_to_leave,3,6,7)
are already known, where r0 is the recipe of Fig. 2 and estimate_time_to_leave is the third
subaction that is supposed to start at 6 time units after the beginning of aaat and ending at
7 units after it.
• A2.2 entails PotInt(12,G,G, estimate_time_to_leave,aaat,56).




Subcontracting is the process that leads to an agent adopting an intention to do an action
motivated by a request from another agent. It is initiated by a request of the contracting
agent to the assisting agent, continues with the adoption of the potential intentions and
later an intention by the assisting agent. The subcontracting process can terminate by a
failure either during the intention formation process or waiting period (e.g., refrain). Both
the adoption of the relevant intention by the assisting agent and the failures are reported to
the contracting agent.
We write four axioms for subcontracting between agents. In order to keep the numbering
analogous to the numbering of the A axioms, we start the numbering with B2. Two of the
axioms involve explicit communication between agents.
B2. Subcontracting an action to an agent. This axiom deals with subcontracting an action
to one of the agents that can do it. This happens when an agent has a potential
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ask another agent, this potential intention will not become an intention. The an-
tecedents of this axiom are that the agent has a potential intention to do an action
and does not believe that it can do it and believes that agent m is the “first” agent
that can do it and it has not previously asked m to do it. The consequence is that
the agent will ask m to do the action.
PotInt(t, n,n′, b, a, t ′) & ¬Bel(t, n, “CanDo(t ′, n, b)”) &
Bel(t, n, “CanDo(t ′,m,b)”) &
∀m′(Bel(t, n, “CanDo(t ′,m′, b)”) → mm′) &
∀t ′′(t ′′ < t → ¬ATD(t ′′, n,m,b, a, t ′)) & t + 1 < t ′
→ ATD(t + 1, n,m,b, a, t ′)
B3. Potential intention becomes intention (subcontracting version). If an agent, assisting
another agent, has a potential intention to do an action and believes that it can
do the action (possibly with help) and if each subaction in the recipe is either
intended by the agent or an assisting agent, then the agent will have the intention
to do the action and tell that intention to the agent it is assisting.
PotInt(t, n,n′, b, a, t ′) & Bel(t, n, “CanDo(t ′, n, b)”) &
Rec(b, r) & t + 1 < t ′ &
∀c, i, j, k(Mem(r, c, i, j, k) → (Int(t, n,n, c, b, t ′ + j) ∨
∃mTell(t,m,n, “Int(t,m,n, c, b, t ′ + j)”)))
→ Int(t + 1, n,n′, b, a, t ′) & Tell(t + 1, n,n′, “Int(t + 1, n,n′, b, a, t ′)”)
B4. Inheritance of refrain by an assisting agent. If an agent is refrained from doing an ac-
tion and this agent has an assisting agent, then the assisting agent will be refrained
from doing the action.
Ref (t, n′, n, b, a, t ′) & Rec(b, r) & Mem(r, c, i, j, k) &
∃t ′′(t ′′ < t & ATD(t ′′, n,m, c, b, t ′ + j)) & t + 1 < t ′ + j
→ Ref (t + 1, n,m, c, b, t ′ + j)
B5. Communication of assisting agent about refrain. If an agent has a potential intention
to do an action for a requesting agent and is refrained from doing it, then the agent
will tell the requesting agent that it does not have the intention to do the action
and the requesting agent will believe that the assisting agent cannot do the action.
PotInt(t,m,n, b, a, t ′) & Ref (t,m′,m,b, a, t ′) &
∀t ′′(t ′′ < t → ¬Tell(t ′′,m,n, “¬Int(t ′′,m,n, b, a, t ′)”))
→ Tell(t + 1,m,n, “¬Int(t + 1,m,n, b, a, t ′)”) &
Bel(t + 2, n, “¬CanDo(t ′,m,b)”)
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explicitly while in B4 it is associated with the refrain. In addition, when an agent is re-
frained from doing an action there is a difference between how it influences the assisting
agents of subactions and the requesting agent, as is reflected in axioms B4 and B5 respec-
tively. All the assisting agents are also refrained since there is no need any more for them
to carry out the subactions. The requesting agent is told about the refrain and it will ask
another agent, if possible, or refrain.
Continuing with our example, suppose that at time 12 G has a potential intention to
do get_taxi and believes that H can do this subaction. In our meta-language this is rep-
resented as PotInt(12,G,_,get_taxi,aaat,58) and Bel(12,G, “CanDo(58,H,get_taxi)”).
Also suppose that G does not believe that it can do this subaction and has not asked H
previously to do it. Thus the theory contains ¬Bel(12,G, “CanDo(58,G,get_taxi)”) and
¬ATD(t,G,H,get_taxi,aaat,58) for every t < 12. Then,
• B2 entails ATD(13,G,H,get_taxi,aaat,58).
3.1.3. Performing axioms
Next we present four axioms involving agents doing actions. The first shows how the
root of the recipe tree is initiated. When a basic level action is initiated by an agent, it gets
done in d time units if the agent can do it. For a complex action, the agent must start by
initiating the root of the recipe tree. Each node will have to be initiated in turn. Several
agents may be involved in doing various subactions. We use the initiation of complex
actions as a bookkeeping device to make sure that all the subactions get done at the proper
time and in the right order.
C1. Initiation of requested action. If an agent has an intention to do an action for a second
agent at the next time period, which is not a subaction of an action the agent
intends to do, then the agent will initiate the action. A special case arises when
the second agent is _; this initiates the root action.
Int(t,m,n, b,_, t + 1) → Ini(t + 1,m,n, b)
C2. Inheritance of initiate for first subaction. If an agent initiates an action, it will initiate
the first subaction in the recipe in the next time step.
Ini(t,m,n, a) & Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b,1,1, k) → Ini(t + 1,m,m,b)
C3. Inheritance of initiate for later subaction. If the previous subaction is done at the
right time and the agent doing action a has subcontracted this subaction to an-
other agent, then this second agent will initiate the next subaction. The special
case is where the same agent does this later subaction. Note that we assume an
agent can observe the performance of the actions that are needed for the initi-
ation of its own actions, and that its observations lead to beliefs. If not, further
communication is needed, as discussed below.
Ini(t,m,n, a) & Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i + 1, j ′, k′) &
Mem(r, c, i, j, k) & Bel(t + j ′ − 1,m′, “Done(t + k, c)”) &
Int(t + j ′ − 1,m′,m,b, a, t + j ′) → Ini(t + j ′,m′,m,b)
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C4.1: basic level. If an agent initiates a basic level action at time t and can do it
then the action will get done.
BL(a, d) & Ini(t,m,n, a) & CanDo(t,m,a)
→ Done(t + d, a)
C4.2: complex. If an agent initiates a complex action and all its subactions in
the recipe get done, then the action will get done. (Note: b is the last
subaction of a.)
Ini(t,m,n, a) & Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k) &
∀r, c, i′, j ′, k′(Mem(r, c, i′, j ′, k′) → (i′  i & Done(t + k′, c)))
→ Done(t + k, a)
C5. Action performance observed. If an action is done, then all agents come to believe
this fact (via observations).
Done(t, a) → Bel(t, n, “Done(t, a)”)
Although for simplicity we assume that all agents observe all actions; in fact, only two
agents, the requesting agent and the agent intending to do the next action really need to
know. In multiagent systems in which agents cannot observe the activities of other agents,
communication is needed to establish the performance of actions. There are many com-
munication models that can be applied, such as broadcasting, blackboards and directed
messages. For each communication model C5 could be replaced by appropriate axioms.
Again, continuing with our example from the previous subsections, suppose at time 49
G has the intention to do aaat, represented as Int(49,G,_,aaat,_,50). Then,
• C1 will entail Ini(50,G,_,aaat), thereby initiating the root action.
• C2 will then entail Ini(51,G,G,get_fl_info).
Considering another subaction, suppose that estimate_time_to_leave is a basic level
action taking one unit of time that G initiates and can do at time 58, written as,
BL(estimate_time_to_leave,1), Ini(58,G,G, estimate_time_to_leave), and CanDo(58,G,
estimate_time_to_leave), then
• C4.1 entails Done(59, estimate_time_to_leave) and C5 entails Bel(59,H, “Done(59,
estimate_time_to_leave)”).
• From Ini(50,G,_,aaat), Rec(aaat, r0), Mem(r0,get_taxi,4,10,14), Mem(r0,
estimate_time_to_leave,3,8,9), Bel(59,H, “Done(59, estimate_time_to_leave)”), and
Int(59,H,G,get_taxi,aaat,60), C3 entails Ini(60,H,G,get_taxi).
That is, H will initiate the get_taxi subaction at time 60 for G.
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Here we present three axioms for the case when the performance of an action fails.
Failure begins when an agent fails to perform a basic level action, as indicated by the
negation of the appropriate Done. This leads to a Stop action process that will release the
agents waiting to perform various actions from their commitments, that is, their intentions.
This is accomplished in the following way. In the recipe tree the Stop action process is
propagated upwards. At the same time the Stop action becomes a Refrain going down in
the recipe tree along the branches that come after the branch that failed.
D1. Initiate stop action in case of failure. If an agent fails to do a basic level action, it tells
the requesting agent and initiates a stop action process on the node of the recipe
tree above this basic level action.
BL(b, d) & Ini(t,m,n, b) & ¬Done(t + d, b)& Int(t − 1,m,n, b, a, t) &
∃t ′n′a′(t ′ < t − 1 & Int(t ′, n,n′, a, a′, t ′ + 1))
→ Stop(t + d + 1, n,n′, a, a′)
D2. Stop action propagated up. If an agent initiates a stop action on a node, the stop action
is propagated to the parent node.
Stop(t,m,n, b, a) & ∃t ′(t ′ < t & Int(t ′, n,n′, a, a′, t ′ + 1))
→ Stop(t + 1, n,n′, a, a′)
D3. Stop triggers refrain down. A stop action triggers a refrain for those subactions that
come after the branch that failed.
Stop(t,m,n, b, a) & Rec(b, r) & Mem(r, c, i, j, k) &
t ′ > t & Int(t,m′,m, c, b, t ′)
→ Ref (t + 1,m,m′, c, b, t ′)
The above actions apply both the Stop predicate and Ref . Stop is used for actions that have
been initiated, while Ref is used for actions that one of the agents intends to perform, but
their performance time has not yet arrived.
3.1.5. Integrity constraints
In addition to the axioms we can include integrity constraints in our theory. Integrity
constraints differ from axioms in that they eliminate certain models from consideration,
models that would not make sense given the meaning of our predicates. We give only a
few integrity constraint here, but in other contexts more may be needed. We write the
integrity constraints using logic programming notation.
IC1. Preference among conflicting actions An agent that prefers action a to conflicting
action b cannot both potentially intend to do a and believe that it can do b at the
same time. (Agents are assumed to have preferences among conflicting actions.)
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Bel(t, n, “CanDo(t ′, n, b)”)
IC2. Consistency of recipe subactions. In a recipe the starting time of the i+1st subaction
must be greater than the ending time of the ith subaction.
← Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k) & Mem(r, b′, i + 1, j ′, k′) & j ′  k
IC3. Consistency of recipe timing. For any member of a recipe the starting time must be
less than the ending time.
← Mem(r, b, i, j, k) & k  j
IC4. Uniqueness of recipe information. There cannot be more than one ith subaction in a
recipe.
← Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k) & Mem(r, b′, i, j, k) & b 	= b′ (1)
A subaction may appear only once in a recipe. This constraint is not included in
the case of repetitive actions in a recipe.
← Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k) & Mem(r, b, i′, j, k) & i 	= i′ (2)
A subaction must start at a unique time.
← Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k) & Mem(r, b, i, j ′, k) & j 	= j (3)
A subaction must end at a unique time.
← Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k′) & k 	= k′ (4)
3.1.6. Parallel actions
Up to now we have assumed that the actions in a recipe must be done in a serial order.
So, for example, in our running example of aaat (arrange for arriving at airport on time)
the four subactions must be done in the order given in Fig. 2. In particular, “find when
to arrive” must be done before “estimate time to leave”. However, there are cases where
several actions can be done in parallel. Continuing with the travel example, we may have
an action “pack suitcase” which consist of “get suitcase”, “gather objects to be taken”, and
“put objects in suitcase”. The “put objects in suitcase” subaction must be done last, but
the first two subactions can be done in either order or in parallel. We now show that our
framework can handle recipes with parallel actions; only a few small changes have to be
made to the axioms.
The first change is in the uniqueness of recipe information constraints. IC4 (1) must
be changed by changing i to 1. That is, we allow several different subactions, say
bi1, bi2, . . . , bik to be done in parallel after the subaction bi−1. So we consider the ith
subaction to be a set of subactions. We do not allow a subaction to appear more than once
in such a set. However, the first subaction still must be treated in a special way because the
agent that believes it can do it believes that it can do the action itself (possibly with help).
Hence there can be only one first subaction. We may also remove IC4 (3) and (4) in case
different parallel actions may start and end at different times.
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the (i + 1)st subaction is initiated after the ith subaction is done and the assumption is that
there is a single ith and (i + 1)st subaction. In the parallel version we need to write, see
below, that the (i + 1)st subactions are initiated after all the ith subactions are done.
Ini(t,m,n, a) & Rec(a, r) & Mem(r, b, i + 1, j ′, k′) &
∀c, i, j, k(Mem(r, c, i, j, k) → Bel(t + j ′ − 1,m′, “Done(t + k, c)”) &
Int(t + j ′ − 1,m′,m,b, a, t + j ′)
→ Ini(t + j ′,m′,m,b)
3.2. Consistency and meta-theorems
Consider a meta-language L and a theory T in L that contains the axioms we presented
in Section 3.1 as well as additional specific axioms related to the agents, such as the beliefs
of the agents.
We first prove that any such theory T is consistent.
Theorem 1. T has a model and is therefore consistent.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 1 of [18], so we omit some of
the details. We note that most of the predicates have as their first argument a time value t .
Those predicates that do not contain such a time value, such as BL, represent statements
that are always true. Suppose that we are given a specific language L. The atoms of the
Herbrand universe for L can be divided into groups based on the time value t ; use t = 0
for atoms without such a time value.
The construction of the model uses the statements of T . These statements are either
atoms or implications where the time component of the consequent is greater than or equal
to the time components in the antecedent. Start with the statements whose time value (either
explicitly or implicitly) is 0. Proceed by induction on these time values, thus assuming that
at time t + 1 all the atoms with time t have already been constructed. Then, use the axioms
to generate the atoms at time t + 1 in those cases where by the appropriate substitutions
the antecedent of the axiom is already true in the model. This construction yields a model
that is also a minimal model and which we take to be the intended model. Every positive
fact in this model must be there because of the applications of the axioms. 
We take this minimal model as the intended model. By studying this minimal model
under certain initial conditions and known facts about agent beliefs and abilities and the
structure of recipes, we can prove various results. The proofs consist of tracing the steps of
the agents over time in the model. We include three results here: two positive, one negative.
The two theorems show that if there is “enough” time allowed for the intention formation
process associated with a complex action all of whose subactions a single agent can do
(Theorem 2) or subcontract some to other agents (Theorem 3), then the agent will do it.
The proposition shows that if one basic level action in the recipe of a complex action cannot
be done by any agent, then no agent will get the intention to do the complex action. There
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model.
Theorem 2. Suppose an agent is asked at time t to do an action a starting at time t + s,
and suppose that the recipe tree for a has height h, takes k units of time, and s  2h + 3.
Further suppose the agent believes that it can do each subaction (at the needed time) itself,
is not refrained at any time from doing the action or any subaction, and that it in fact can
do all of them. Then the agent will complete the task at time t + s + k. Moreover, any value
for s smaller than 2h + 3 will not be sufficient to start the action at time t + s.
Proof. It suffices to show that intention formation takes at most 2h + 2 units of time be-
cause then the agent can start doing the action at time t + s  t +2h+3 and since it can do
each step, it will finish at time t + s + k. We do this by showing abbreviated versions of the
key formulas that become true as time changes: we omit the agent name (there is only one
agent) and the times. We also omit the inherited formulas but add some comments about
them at the end. We also do not show other true formulas, such as BL(z1), that are assumed
to hold for all times.
t ATD(a)
t + 1 PotInt(a)
t + 2 PotInt(b1), PotInt(b2), . . . the children node of a
. . .
t + h + 1 PotInt(z1), PotInt(z2), . . . the nodes at the bottom level
t + h + 2 Int(z1), Int(z2), . . .
. . .
t + 2h + 1 Int(b1), Int(b2), . . .
t + 2h + 2 Int(a)
. . .
t + s Ini(a)
t + s + 1 Ini(b1)
. . . The times for the Ini and Done of the nodes depend on the tree structure
t + s + k Done(a)
We note that PotInt(a) will actually hold starting at time t +1 and ending at time t + s −1.
In fact, in this case all the potential intentions and intentions will hold from their earliest
time as indicated above (e.g., t + 2 for PotInt(b1), t + h + 2 for Int(z1)) until t + s′ − 1,
where the subaction is supposed to be done at time t + s′. Since s  2h+ 3, the agent will
be able to initiate the action at time t + s. Because Ini(a) must occur after Int(a), for any s
less than 2h + 2 + 1 = 2h+ 3, there will not be enough time for the agent to obtain Int(a)
and hence cannot initiate the action at time t + s. 
In particular, in the aaat example h = 2, hence if only one agent is doing all the subac-
tions, 6 time units must be allocated for the intention formation process, so that the work
can start at 7 units after the initial request for the action.
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contracting. We note, however, our assumption that each subcontracting between agents
is successful. This may be a reasonable assumption if each agent has knowledge of other
agents’ abilities (and their beliefs about them) and the agents are not busy doing other
tasks. We will show later what happens when subcontracting is not always successful.
Theorem 3. Suppose an agent is asked at time t to do an action a starting at time t + s,
suppose that the recipe tree for a has height h and takes k units of time, and s  4h + 5.
Further, suppose for each subaction the agent either believes and can do it or can success-
fully subcontract it to the first agent that it believes can do it (at the needed time), and none
of the agents is refrained at any time from doing an action or any subaction, and in fact the
intending agent can always do the action or subaction. Then the agent, with the assistance
of the subcontracting agents, will complete the task at time t + s + k. Moreover, any value
of s smaller than 4h + 5 will not, in general, be sufficient to start the action at time t + s.
Proof. We use the proof of Theorem 2 and show where this proof differs from it. What
may happen at any node is that the agent subcontracts the subaction to another agent. Using
axiom B2 takes one step and then the second agent gets a potential intention by using A1.
Thus at each of the h + 1 levels at most two time steps must be added, so in the worst
case the potential intentions at the bottom level are reached at time t + 3h + 3 instead of
t + h + 1. Going back up the tree takes the same amount of time as before, that is, h + 1
time units. Hence the intention for a will be reached at time t + 4h+ 4. The bound for s is
needed in case subcontracting takes place at each level. 
In our running example of aaat with 2 agents and s = 2, 4h + 4 = 12 units of time
must be allocated for the intention formation process, in order to initiate the action at time
t + 13.
Proposition 1. If there is a basic level action b in the recipe for a that no agent believes it
can do, then no agent will get an intention to do a.
Proof. No agent will ever get an intention to do b and hence to do a. 
4. Modeling multiple-recipe actions
The previous section dealt with the intention formation and subcontracting (and per-
forming) of actions, where each action has a single recipe. This leads to a single recipe
tree for a complex action. In this section we generalize the work for intention formation
and subcontracting to the case where actions (may) have multiple recipes. In this case we
may think of the recipe tree as an and-or tree with alternating levels of recipes and actions
where the recipes for an action are joined by “or” and the actions of a recipe are joined by
“and”.
The key difference in reasoning between the single recipe case and the multiple recipe
case is that the recipe tree becomes a complex and-or tree in the second case. When an
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recipes for an action do not work, the agent must backtrack in the tree to the parent action
of that action and find another recipe for it. Another issue is that if a subcontracting agent
is determined as unable to do a task, another agent must be subcontracted. A second back-
tracking must then be introduced to represent the backtracking between the subcontracting
agents in addition to the backtracking between recipes.
In order to enhance the presentation we deal separately with the case of a single agent
and multiple agents. We show the details for the single agent case, in particular, the han-
dling of recipe backtracking, and sketch the modifications, including the backtracking
among agents, required by multiple agents.
4.1. The single agent case
As we deal with the case of a single agent, the agent names are not needed. We
omit them everywhere in order to make the axioms easier to understand. However, some
predicates now need to include the recipe name. For convenience we start by listing the
predicates used in this section, before presenting and explaining the axioms.
4.1.1. The predicates
The following predicates are important for single agent intention formation with multi-
ple recipes.
ATD(t, a, t ′): At time t the agent is asked to do a at time t ′.
PotInt(t, b, a, r, t ′): At time t the agent has the potential intention to do subaction b of
action a using recipe r at time t ′.
Int(t, b, a, r, t ′): At time t the agent has the intention to do subaction b of action a using
recipe r at time t ′.
Ref (t, b, a, r, t ′): At time t the agent is refrained from intending to do subaction b of
action a using recipe r at time t ′.
We assume that the recipes for an action form a list which is represented by the predicate
NextRec as follows:
NextRec(a, r, r ′): In the list of recipes for a, r is followed immediately by r ′.
Our convention is that the first recipe r is indicated by writing NextRec(a,_, r)
and the last recipe r by NextRec(a, r,_) (because _ is used as the empty recipe).
When a recipe fails, the agent needs to try another recipe. For this purpose we have the
following predicate.
FailedRec(t, a, r, t ′): At time t the recipe r for a to be done at time t ′ failed.
When the last recipe for a subaction fails, the agent needs to try another recipe for the
action. In order to allow the agent to work its way up the tree of recipes, we have the
following predicate.
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t , while a′ is to be done using recipe r ′ at time t ′.
It may turn out that the agent tried all the recipes and cannot do an action it was asked to
do. At this point it should report the failure of the whole process. This is done by using the
following:
StopPlan(t, a, t ′): At time t the agent stops planning to do a at time t ′.
4.1.2. The axioms
As we did in Section 3.1 we list all the axioms with explanations. Some of the ax-
ioms are new versions of previous axioms; we indicate this by adding MR to the previous
designation.
A1-MR. Asked to do becomes potential intention. We do the version where the single
agent is initially asked to do the action. The difference is the addition of Parent in
the consequent.
ATD(t, a, t ′) & t + 1 < t ′ → PotInt(t + 1, a,_,_, t ′) &
Parent(a,_, t ′,_,_,_)
A2-MR. Inheritance of potential intention.
A2.1-MR: self. The difference here is that the potential intention is inherited with
the same recipe.
PotInt(t, b, a, r, t ′) & ¬Ref (t, b, a, r, t ′) & t + 1 < t ′
→ PotInt(t + 1, b, a, r, t ′)
A2.2-MR: child. The difference here is substantial. The second conjunct in the
antecedent indicates that this is a newly obtained potential intention.
The NextRec predicate identifies r ′ as the first recipe. As in A1-MR the
Parent predicate is set correctly in the consequent.
PotInt(t, b, a, r, t ′) & ¬PotInt(t − 1, b, a, r, t ′) &
Bel(t, “CanDo(t ′, b)”) & NextRec(b,_, r ′) &
Mem(r ′, c, i, j, k) & t + 1 < t ′
→ PotInt(t + 1, c, b, r ′, t ′ + j) & Parent(c, r ′, t ′ + j, b, r, t ′)
A3-MR. Potential intention becomes intention. The difference here is that the agent has
the intention to do all the subactions of some recipe for b.
PotInt(t, b, a, r, t ′) & Bel(t, “CanDo(t ′, b)”) & t + 1 < t ′ &
∃r ′, r ′′(NextRec(b, r ′, r ′′) &
(∀c, i, j, k Mem(r ′, c, i, j, k) → Int(t, c, b, r ′, t ′ + j))
→ Int(t + 1, b, a, r, t ′)
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believe it can do, hence the recipe fails. The Parent predicate is needed in the
antecedent for the starting time of a.
PotInt(t, b, a, r, t ′) & ¬Bel(t, “CanDo(t ′, b)”) & Parent(b, r, t ′, a, r ′′, t ′′)
→ FailedRec(t + 1, a, r, t ′′)
D2-MR. Potential intention inherited with different recipe. If a recipe, that is not the last
recipe of an action, fails, then the agent inherits the potential intention for the
action, but with the next recipe for the action.
Parent(a′, r ′′, t ′, a′′, r ′′′, t ′′) & FailedRec(t, a′, r, t ′) &
NextRec(a′, r, r ′) & r ′ 	= _ & Mem(r ′, b, i, j, k) & t + 1 < t ′
→ PotInt(t + 1, b, a′, r ′, t ′ + j) & Parent(b, r ′, t ′ + j, a′, r ′′, t ′)
D3-MR. Recipe failure induces refrain. If a recipe fails, then a refrain is induced for each
subaction of the recipe. This way the potential intentions will not be inherited via
A2-MR.
FailedRec(t, a, r, t ′) & Mem(r, b, i, j, k) & t + 1 < t ′
→ Ref (t + 1, b, a, r, t ′ + j)
D4-MR. Failure of the last recipe for an action.
D4.1-MR: non-root node. If the last recipe for an action fails, that failure propa-
gates upward in the recipe tree to the parent action. The condition a′ 	= _
is needed in the antecedent because otherwise a is the root action and
has no parent.
PotInt(t, a, a′, r ′′, t ′′) & FailedRec(t, a, r, t ′) & NextRec(a, r,_) &
Parent(a, r ′′, t ′, a′, r ′′′, t ′′) & a′ 	= _
→ FailedRec(t + 1, a′, r ′′, t ′′)
D4.2-MR: root node. If the last recipe for the root action fails, the agent stops
planning the action entirely.
PotInt(t, a,_,_, t ′) & FailedRec(t, a, r, t ′)&
NextRec(a, r,_) & t + 1 < t ′
→ StopPlan(t + 1, a, t ′)
4.1.3. Example
In this subsection we illustrate some of the axioms by using the example of Fig. 2 with
an additional recipe. To make things simple we again assume that there is only one recipe
for aaat, as given there, and one recipe for get_taxi, as given there. However, now there is
a second recipe for find_when_to_arrive, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus there are two ways for
an agent to find out when to arrive at the airport: first, it can find the url of the airline and
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then do a web search, or, second, it can find the airline phone number and then call. In this
illustration we concentrate on intention formation with these two recipes.
We also assume that there is only one agent, G, whose name will not be written in the
formulas in accordance with the convention for single agents. Again, we start with the ATD
statement, now written as ATD(10,aaat,50), that is, at time 10 the agent was asked to do
aaat at time 50.
• Axiom A1-MR entails two facts: PotInt(11,aaat,_,_,50) and Parent(aaat,_,50,_,
_,_).
• A2.1-MR entails PotInt(12,aaat,_,_,50).




that is, the agent believes that it can do aaat, the first recipe for aaat is r0, and the second





Recall that we have two recipes for find_when_to_arrive. The first recipe uses the web, the
second the phone. We write these as r1 and r2 respectively. Let us assume the following
four statements dealing with the action find_when_to_arrive:
Bel(12, “CanDo(52,find_when_to_arrive)”),
NextRec(find_when_to_arrive,_, r1),
Mem(r1,find_url,1,1,2), and Mem(r1, searchweb,2,3,4).





Next suppose that Bel(13, “CanDo(56, searchweb)”) does not hold. This is the case where
the chosen recipe, r1 does not work. Hence
• D1-MR entails FailedRec(14,find_when_to_arrive, r1,53).








as well as some instances of the Parent predicate, not needed for this illustration, and the
process continues with this recipe. Note also that
• D3-MR entails
Ref (15,find_url,find_when_to_arrive, r1,54) and
Ref (15, searchweb,find_when_to_arrive, r1,56).
So some potential intentions will not be inherited. Assuming that recipe r2 is appropriate,
then,
• A2.2-MR and A3-MR entail Int(17,find_when_to_arrive,aaat, r2,55)
and if intentions are obtained for all the other members of r0
• Int(18,aaat,_, r0,50) will follow.
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Theorem 1, given for the case of a single recipe can be extended to the theory of the
multi-recipe case. Thus this theory also has an intended model and is consistent. Further-
more, it is possible to extend Theorem 2 to the case of multiple recipes. Before doing so,
we find it useful here to think of a recipe tree in an alternative manner. At the beginning
of Section 4 we indicated that in the case of multiple recipes the recipe tree becomes a
complex and-or tree. But here we think of a recipe tree as a regular tree, just as we used
the concept in the case of single recipe actions. Then with each action we associate a set
of recipe trees, where each recipe tree is obtained by choosing a specific recipe for each
complex action. In other words, a recipe tree is obtained from the and-or tree by choosing
one subtree for each “or” branch.
The generalization of Theorem 2 is as follows:
Theorem 4. Suppose an agent is asked at time t to do an action a starting at time t + s,
there are w recipe trees, the maximum height of all recipe trees is h, the maximum time
for any recipe is k units of time, and s  2hw + 3. Further, suppose there is a recipe tree
for which the agent believes that it can do each subaction (at the needed time) itself, is not
refrained at any time from doing the action or any subaction, and that it in fact can do
them. Then the agent will complete the task at time t + s + k. Moreover, in the worst case,
any value for s smaller than 2hw + 3 will not, in general, be sufficient to start the action
at time t + s, and hence finish at time t + s + k.
Proof. As in Theorem 2 we show that intention formation takes at most 2hw + 2 units
of time by showing abbreviated versions of the key formulas that become true as time
changes. However, we only go to the point where the second recipe tree is started. To
consider the worst case we assume that all the w recipe trees are entirely different and have
height h.
t ATD(a)
t + 1 PotInt(a,_) a is not a child node for a recipe
t + 2 PotInt(b1, r1), PotInt(b2, r1), . . . the children node of a in recipe r1
. . .
t + h + 1 PotInt(z1, r1h1), PotInt(z2, r1h2), . . . the nodes at the bottom level for the first
recipe tree
t + h + 2 FailedRec(r1hk) a recipe fails at the next to bottom level
. . .
t + 2h + 1 FailedRec(a, r1) the first recipe tree fails
t + 2h + 2 PotInt(b1′, r2), PotInt(b2′, r2), . . . reasoning continues with the next recipe
. . .
Thus it takes 1 unit of time to get the initial potential intention for the root node and 2h
units to recognize the failure of the first recipe tree (in the worst case). Each recipe tree
may take up to 2h units including the wth (last) one, where instead of getting FailedRec
going back up the tree, Int will be entailed. For this last recipe tree one more time unit is
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units. 
In the example for aaat, using h = 2 and w = 2, we obtain 2hw + 2 = 10, hence inten-
tion formation takes at most 10 units of time. Note also that the formula for s = 2hw + 3
reduces to 2h + 3 in case w = 1, which is the formula of Theorem 2.
4.2. Multiple agents
We only sketch the case of multiple agents and multiple recipes here. It was observed in
the previous section that in the case of multiple recipes a backtracking mechanism must be
introduced into the meta-language. We accomplished this by placing the recipes for each
action into a list using the NextRec predicate, explicitly stating that a recipe failed by using
the FailedRec predicate, and keeping track of where the agent’s reasoning is in the complex
and-or tree of recipes by using the Parent predicate.
We begin by considering the case of multiple agents with single recipes in a more gen-
eral way. In our work in Section 3 we assumed that an agent, say Agent0, subcontracts an
action a to the first agent, say Agent1, that it believes can do a. We did not deal with the
case where Agent1 itself does not believe that it can do a. In this case it would be reason-
able for Agent0 to try another agent, say Agent2, that Agent0 believes can do a. Setting up
this process involves backtracking in a way that is similar to the case of multiple recipes.
Namely, each agent will have a list of agents; if the chosen agent does not believe that it can
do the action, it will fail and the next agent will be chosen. Hence an agent backtracking
mechanism must be set up in a way that is similar to the recipe backtracking mechanism.
Consider now the case of multiple agents and multiple recipes where during the rea-
soning process there may be both failed recipes and failed agents. In this case a double
backtracking must be set up. A natural way to do this is to nest one backtracking inside the
other one. For example, using the recipes for the outer backtracking would mean that the
agent will always start with the first recipe, but then it may have to subcontract to several
agents before finding one that believes it can do the relevant action. Each subcontracting
agent, in turn, will start with the first recipe and try subcontracting to other agents, trying
the next recipe only if none of the agents believes that it can do the subcontracting action.
We now sketch a scenario for the example given in Fig. 3. Recall that there are two
recipes for find_when_to_arrive. In the previous subsection we had only one agent, but
let us go back to the case of two agents G and H from Section 1.3. Suppose also that
when G tries to subcontract the searchweb action to H , H does not believe that it can do
it. In that case, since there are no other agents, the first recipe for find_when_to_arrive
will fail and the second recipe must be tried. Since H finds phone numbers, the ac-
tion find_when_to_arrive will be subcontracted to H which may then subcontract the
call_airline action back to G.
Our goal now is to generalize Theorem 2 to the case of multiple agents and multiple
recipe trees. We start with the case where there is only one recipe tree and at least two
agents, that is, w = 1 and z 2.
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there is one recipe tree, the height of the recipe tree is h, the maximum time for any recipe is
k units of time, there are z agents, z 2, and s  (h+1)(3z−1)+1. Further, suppose the
agent believes that it can do each subaction (at the needed time) itself or can successfully
subcontract it to some agent that it believes can do it (at the needed time), and in fact there
is always such an agent, and neither agent is refrained at any time from doing the action
or any subaction, and that it in fact can do it. Then the agent will complete the task at time
t + s + k. Moreover, any value for s smaller than (h + 1)(3z − 1) + 1 will not, in general,
be sufficient to start the action at time t + s.
Proof. As in Theorem 3 we show a portion of the intention formation process in the worst
case using abbreviated versions of the key formulas. Agents are represented by the numbers
1, . . . , z.
t ATD(1, a) the first agent is asked to do a
t + 1 PotInt(1, a)
t + 2 FailedAgent(1, a) the first agent does not believe that it can do a
t + 3 ATD(2, a) the second agent is asked to do a
t + 4 PotInt(2, a)
t + 5 FailedAgent(2, a) the second agent does not believe that it can do a
. . .
t + 2 + 3(z − 2) FailedAgent(z − 1, a) the next-to-last agent does not believe that it
can do a
t + 2 + 3(z − 2) + 1 ATD(z, a) the last agent is asked to do a
t + 2 + 3(z − 2) + 2 PotInt(z, a) the last agent believes it can do a
t + 2 + 3(z − 2) + 3 PotInt(z, b), PotInt(z, c), . . . where b and c are the children nodes
of a
. . .
The calculation of the time periods is as follows (in the worst case). At each level the first
agent is asked and fails: that is 2 units. The next z − 2 agents take 3(z − 2) units, and the
last agent takes 2 time units. Altogether this is 3(z− 2)+ 4 = 3z− 2 units. This process is
repeated for the h+ 1 levels, taking (h+ 1)(3z − 2) time units to reach and succeed at the
bottom level. To this must be added h+ 1 units, going back up the tree with the intentions.
Thus the reasoning takes (h + 1)(3z − 1) time units. 
In the example for aaat assuming a single recipe tree and two agents, that is, z = 2 and
h = 2, we obtain (h + 1)(3z − 1) = 15 units that should be allocated for reasoning.
We end with the most general result for success where there are multiple recipe trees
and multiple agents.
Theorem 6. Suppose an agent is asked at time t to do an action a starting at time t + s,
there are w recipe trees, the maximum height of a recipe tree is h, the maximum time for
any recipe is k units of time, there are z agents, z  2, and s  (h + 1)(3z − 1)w + w.
Further, suppose for some recipe tree the agent believes that it can do each subaction (at
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do it (at the needed time), and in fact there is always such an agent, and neither agent is
refrained at any time from doing the action or any subaction, and that it in fact can do it.
Then the agent will complete the task at time t + s + k. Moreover, any value for s smaller
than (h+1)(3z−1)w+w will not, in general, be sufficient to start the action at time t + s.
Proof. We just sketch here the calculation using the proof of Theorem 4. We start with
the same process of multiple agents for the first recipe tree. This takes (h + 1)(3z − 1)
units. This process is done for all the w recipe trees, adding one time unit to get to each
new recipe tree, finally obtaining (h+ 1)(3z − 1)w + (w − 1) time units for the reasoning
process.
In the case of aaat with 2 agents and two recipe trees, the intention formation process
will take at most 3 × 5 × 2 + 1 = 31 time units. 
5. Related work
Intentions in the context of SharedPlans were studied in [19,20], but no semantics were
given. Our starting point in this paper was the axioms presented by Grosz and Kraus but
our requirements for an agent having an intention are much stronger than those presented
in [19] where an agent may have an intention also when having a partial plan. For example,
the agent may have only partial knowledge about a recipe, but a plan how to complete it;
it may have only potential intentions toward subactions. On the other hand, we require
that in order for the agent to have an intention, it must have a full detailed plan to do the
action and that it has adopted the appropriate intentions and beliefs. These requirements
together with our semantics enable us to state and prove various properties and theorems
about agent intentions and actions.
Since the definition of Int in our model is much stronger than the Int.To of SharedPlans,
the PotInt predicate of our model plays a more important role in the agent’s reasoning than
the Pot.Int.To does in [19]. In [19] Pot.Int.To is used only as an intermediate operator until
Int.To is adopted. In our model the PotInt is kept for the duration of the agent’s need for the
associated intention and is used during the intention formation process and for continuous
verification of the minimal requirements for having the intention.
The SharedPlan model of collaborative planning uses the mental state model of
plans [42]. Bratman [5] also argues for a mental-state view of plans, emphasizing the im-
portance of intentions to plans. He argues that intentions to do an action play three roles
in rational action: having an intention to do an action constrains the other intentions an
agent may adopt, focuses means-ends reasoning, and guides replanning. These roles are
even more important for collaborative activity than for individual activity. In our model Int
and PotInt play these roles.
Most of the models of intention of a single agent do not have context parameters (e.g.,
[44,51]). However, once agents are working in a group, such parameters are very impor-
tant to enhance cooperation [20]. Since we apply a syntactic approach, the introduction
of such parameters is not difficult compared with adding such parameters in modal logics
[25]. Thus, one of the parameters for both PotInt and Int is the agent that is assisted by the
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intended action is performed. In [19], an intention has a general parameter of context which
includes the intentional context in which the intended action is being performed (among
other things). Since subcontracting is the main focus of our paper, and the intentional con-
text is very important for the interactions between the agents, our intentions have these
two explicit parameters. These parameters are different from relativized intentions such
as in Cohen and Levesque [8]. They allow an “escape clause” or “background condition”
parameter. Once this clause becomes false, the agent drops the associated intention. In our
case, explicit communication from the assisted agent may lead to dropping the intention,
as discussed above.
Castelfranchi [7] studies the notion of intention for describing and understanding the
activities of groups and organizations in the context of improving the exchange between
AI and social and management approaches to cooperative work. His motivation is different
from our aim of developing a formal logic of beliefs and intentions.
Others proposed models for team intentions (e.g., [9,32,50,52]) while we focus on the
intentions of individual agents that may subcontract to other cooperative agents.
There were several attempts to develop possible worlds semantics for agents’ intentions
[2,8,15,25,28,29,43,55]. Some problems arise with these attempts such as that in most
of them intentions are closed under Modus Ponens or under logical equivalence and that
the relations between the action’s recipe and the intention are not well defined. Using a
syntactic approach provides more freedom in modeling the way agents’ intentions and
beliefs change over time. See [55] for an excellent survey. We discuss here a few models
that address some of the problems that we consider.
Konolige and Pollack [25] use a special type of possible world models which they refer
to as cognitive structures. It is equivalent to Chellas’ minimal model semantics (that is dif-
ferent from our first-order minimal models). Using the cognitive structures, Konolige and
Pollack eliminate the closed under inferences problem with respect to intentions. How-
ever, their intentions are still closed under logical equivalence. In order to capture relations
between intentions, they introduce the concept of an embedding graph among intentions.
This extension allows them to model a static relationship between intention and beliefs, but
it is not appropriate for modeling a team of agents working together dynamically to plan
and perform a complex action.
Georgeff and Rao [15] consider the problem of intention maintenance in the context
of changing beliefs and desires. They extend the standard possible-world semantic logics
by introducing forms for only modalities of belief, desire, and intention along the lines of
Levesque’s only belief operator [31]. Intuitively, when moving from one time to another
they maintain as many old intentions as possible that satisfy some constraints of what
is a consistent set of intentions. They specify semantic constraints on their models that
reflect this intuition (but do not prove completeness). Intention maintenance is done in our
model via the inheritance axioms. We distinguish between PotInt and Int: PotInt is always
inherited unless the agent is explicitly refrained from doing the action. An intention to
do an action is inherited only if the associated PotInt is inherited, the agent continues to
believe that it can do the action, and if each subaction (if exists) in the recipe of the action
is either intended by the agent or an assisting agent.
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possible-world semantics model for beliefs, intentions, and time, and propose the concepts
of a plan graph and a plan structure. We, on the other hand, propose a syntactic approach
for beliefs and intentions and time, and explicitly express them in our logic. They use
these concepts for defining joint intentions and for reasoning about team activity while we
focus on an agent’s individual intention and its capability to subcontract some actions to
other agents. Although their model enables the expression of much more complex plans
than ours, the lack of explicit terms for expressing time limits their ability to reason about
the ways agents’ intentions change over time. We also model explicitly the process of
backtracking in case of a failure.
Singh and Asher [51] present a formal theory of intentions and beliefs based on Dis-
course Representation Theory. As in our model, this theory does not assume that agents are
perfect reasoners. However, they do not model the formation of intentions and its relation
to planning.
Cohen and Levesque [8,10] have a notion of intention based on persistence goals
(P-GOAL). They assume that if an agent has a P-GOAL toward a proposition, then the
agent believes that this proposition is not true now, but that it will be true at some time in
the future. The agent will drop a persistent goal p only if it comes to believe that p is true
or that p is impossible. In their logic, time does not explicitly appear in the proposition;
thus, they cannot express a P-GOAL toward propositions that will be true at some specific
time in the future or consider situations where a proposition is true now, but which the
agent believes will become false later and therefore has to make a P-GOAL true again after
it becomes false. Our intentions are toward actions. Since time is explicit in our logic, we
can express intentions toward performing a given action at a specific time, in addition to
expressing Cohen and Levesque’s attitude P-GOAL. This can be done by defining in our
language predicates similar to those of Cohen and Levesque (e.g., BEL, GOAL, P-GOAL)
and adding to our theory appropriate axioms that characterize these predicates.
Sadek [46] who extended and refined Cohen and Levesque’s theory of intentions in-
troduced the concept of need or potential intention. In his model, the concept of need is
logically characterized from choice, belief and intention: an agent needs φ if the fact that
it does not believe φ is a sufficient condition for intending to believe φ. In our model po-
tential intention is a basic concept that means roughly that the agent has been given a task
and is determining whether it can do it (perhaps with help).
Goldman and Lang [17] also extended Cohen and Levesque’s work. They use Allen’s
temporal logic [1] as a foundation and also use syntactic models of belief. They are able
to formalize complex intentional actions, particularly with deadlines. Intentions are mo-
tivated by goals, but the process of intention foundation is not modelled, in particular,
subcontracting and communications between agents are not considered.
SRIs Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [39] is a framework for constructing real-
time reasoning systems. Some of our concepts are similar to features of PRS. For example,
a PRS Act describes the steps of a procedure and hence is something like a simple recipe
in our terminology that consists of basic level actions. A PRS intention involves Acts and
Subacts and is a kind of combination of our intention along with a recipe. In PRS time is
not represented explicitly and there are important differences with our approach concerning
subcontracting and other concepts.
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ing process for multi-agent systems using a logical formalism that combines aspects of
modal, temporal, and dynamic logic. Verbrugge and Dunin-Keplicz [54] investigate the
notion of collective intention in the context of cooperative problem solving for multi-
agent systems. They formalize collective intentions in a multi-modal logical framework
and prove the completeness of the logic with respect to a class of Kripke models.
An intention in our model is toward an action and not toward a proposition as in most
of the models mentioned above. This somewhat limits intention, but it allows us to clearly
relate intentions and recipes. Our intentions can be converted to proposition by using an
operator like “Do”. The other models’ intentions can be converted to actions by using a
special action “Make-True”.
An interesting dual treatment of agents that, like ours, has both an agent language (“first-
person account”) [16] and a meta-language (“third-person account”) [30], uses the Golog
family of languages based on the situation-calculus. Those papers (unlike our own) are
more focussed on knowledge conditions than on intentions, and also do not take time-
taken-to-plan into account.
Wooldridge and his colleagues [48,57] are concerned with intention formation and in-
tention reconsideration. They focus on the issue of designing agents that can balance the
amount of time spent in reconsidering their intentions against the amount of time spent
acting to achieve them. They use a formal but non-logical approach and it is an open ques-
tion how the balance between intention reconsideration and acting could be modeled in our
logic.
Subcontracting was considered mainly in situations of self-interested agents where the
emphasis was on finding mechanisms for motivating the subcontractor to perform its task
as required (see a survey in [26]). In this paper we assume that the agents are cooperative
and willing to perform subcontracted actions if they can.
Since we followed the mental state approach for planning and focused on subcontract-
ing, we adapt a rather simple approach for reasoning about actions. There is a very rich
literature on reasoning about actions. For example, Konolige [24] formalizes reasoning
about the knowledge, belief, and actions of agents. He uses an object language to describe
agent beliefs and a meta-language to study the object language. Actions are described in
the situation calculus. But the intentions of agents are not considered. And although it
is syntactic (like ours), Konolige’s approach explicitly assumes closure under inference.
While the inference rules do not have to be traditional (strictly deductive) ones, neverthe-
less all the inferential conclusions (theorems) resulting from them are assumed known or
believed by the agent—they do not come in little by little over time as the agent manages
to prove them one by one—and so this is clearly not realistic. Our approach by contrast
employs an explicit time mechanism to track the evolution of an agent’s gradual process of
inference.
6. Summary and future work
We presented a formal logical calculus that can be regarded as a meta-logic that de-
scribes the reasoning and activities of agents. The explicit representation of evolving time
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signed tasks for which a recipe is known. Recipes have a tree structure. An agent may
subcontract some of the actions/subactions to other agents. Our emphasis is on develop-
ing a framework that models the beliefs, intentions, and actions of agents as they change
over time. We present a syntactic approach, propose a minimal model semantics and
prove that the meta-theory is consistent and has a minimal model. The true statements
in the minimal model associated with the agents’ mental states and actions characterize
the agents that are described by the meta-logic. Using this semantics, rather than possi-
ble world semantics, allows us to model agents activity more realistically and to prove
several results to show that under the appropriate conditions the agents will act as de-
sired.
We plan to extend this work in several ways. At present we have results only for strongly
positive (agents always successfully subcontract actions/subactions, their beliefs about
their activities are correct, and communication always succeeds) and strongly negative
(there is a subaction that no agent can do) cases. We will consider more complex situa-
tions. Additionally we will deal with situations where agents have SharedPlans (and not
only subcontract actions).
Appendix A
For summary of predicates and axioms see Tables A.1–A.3.
Table A.1
A summary of predicates defined in Section 2.1. In all the definitions above t is the time of the proposition
Name Meaning
ATD(t, n,m,b, a, t ′) Agent n asks agent m to do action b in the context of action a at time t ′.
PotInt(t,m,n, b, a, t ′) Agent m directly assisting agent n has the potential intention to do action b in the
context of action a at time t ′.
Int(t,m,n, b, a, t ′) Agent m directly assisting agent n has the intention to do action b in the context
of action a at time t ′.
Ref (t,m,n, b, a, t ′) Agent m refrains agent n from intending to do action b in the context of action a
at time t ′.
BL(a, d) a is basic level, takes d units of time to complete.
Rec(a, r) r is the unique recipe for action a.
Mem(r, b, i, j, k) In recipe r , b is the subaction which is the ith member of the recipe starting at
relative time j and ending at relative time k.
Bel(t, n, f ) Agent n believes statement f .
CanDo(t, n, a) Agent n can do action a.
Tell(t, n,m,f ) Agent n tells f to agent m.
Ini(t,m,n, a) Agent m directly assisting agent n initiates action a.
Done(t, a) Action a has just been done successfully.
Stop(t,m,n, b, a) Agent m directly assisting agent n is instructed to stop action b in the context of
action a.
Prefer(t, n, a, b) Agent n prefers to do action a over action b.
Conf (t, n, a, b) For agent n action a conflicts with action b.
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A summary of predicates defined in Section 4.1.1 for intention formation with multiple recipes. In all the defini-
tions above t is the time of the proposition
Name Meaning
ATD(t, a, t ′) The agent is asked to do a at time t ′.
PotInt(t, b, a, r, t ′) The agent has the potential intention to do subaction b of action a using recipe r
at time t ′.
Int(t, b, a, r, t ′) The agent has the intention to do subaction b of action a using recipe r at time t ′.
Ref (t, b, a, r, t ′) The agent is refrained from intending to do subaction b of action a using recipe r
at time t ′.
NextRec(a, r, r ′) In the list of recipes for a, r is followed immediately by r ′.
FailedRec(t, a, r, t ′) The recipe r for a to be done at time t ′ failed.
Parent(a, r, t, a′, r ′, t ′): The subaction a of action a′ is to be done using recipe r , while a′ is to be done
using recipe r ′ at time t ′.
StopPlan(t, a, t ′) The agent stops planning to do a at time t ′.
Table A.3
A list of axioms
Axiom Title Section
A1 Asked to do becomes potential intention 3.1.1
A2 Inheritance of potential intention 3.1.1
A3 Potential intention becomes intention 3.1.1
A4 Inheritance of refrain 3.1.1
B2 Subcontracting an action to an agent 3.1.2
B3 Potential intention becomes intention (subcontracting version) 3.1.2
B4 Inheritance of refrain by an assisting agent 3.1.2
B5 Communication of assisting agent about refrain 3.1.2
C1 Initiation of requested action 3.1.3
C2 Inheritance of initiate for first subaction 3.1.3
C3 Inheritance of initiate for later subaction 3.1.3
C4 Done for actions 3.1.3
C5 Action performance observed 3.1.3
D1 Initiate stop action in case of failure 3.1.4
D2 Stop action propagated up 3.1.4
D3 Stop triggers refrain down 3.1.4
IC1 Preference among conflicting actions 3.1.5
IC2 Consistency of recipe subactions 3.1.5
IC3 Consistency of recipe timing 3.1.5
IC4 Uniqueness of recipe information 3.1.5
A1-MR Asked to do becomes potential intention 4.1.2
A2-MR Inheritance of potential intention 4.1.2
A3-MR Potential intention becomes intention 4.1.2
D1-MR Chosen recipe fails 4.1.2
D2-MR Potential intention inherited with different recipe 4.1.2
D3-MR Recipe failure induces refrain 4.1.2
D4-MR Failure of the last recipe for an action 4.1.2
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